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ABSTRACT
Stirling-cycle engines have been identified as a promising

technology for the conversion of concentrated solar energy into usable
electrical power. In previous experimented work, we have
demonstrated that a heat pipe receiver can significantly improve
system performance-over a directly-ilhnninatd” heater head.

The design and operating conditions of a heat pipe receiver differ
significantly ffom ~ical laboratory heat pipes. New wick structures
have been developed to exploit the characteristics of the solar
generation system. Typically, these wick structures allow vapor
generation within the wick. Conventional heat pipe models do not
handle this enhancement yet it can more than double the performance
of the wick.

In this study, I develop a steady-state model of a boiling-
enhanced wick for a solar heat pipe receiver. The model is used for
design-point calculations and is written in FORTRAN90. Some
limited comparisons have been made with actual test data.

INTRODUCTION
Dish-Stirling systems have demonstrated the potential to produce

economical environmentally acceptable electric power from the sun.
In 1984, the Advance-Vanguard dish-Stirling module demonstrated a
world record peak net conversion efficiency of sunlight to electricity
of 29.4% (Washo~ 1984). McDonnell Douglas Corp. further
developed a system based on the Advanco module (Coleman and
Raetz, 1986), attempting to reduce the cost for a commercial system.
Recently, dish-Stirling system development by the Deparhnent of
Energy (DOE) through Sandia National Laboratories, the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, and industry has shifted from
component research and development to an emphasis on
commercialization of dish-Stirling systems. Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC) is developing such a system with
Stirling Thermal Motors (STM). The system incorporates STM’S 4-
120 Stirling engine and the SAIC faceted stretched-membrane dish
(Figure 1). The system is nominally designed to produce 25kW. of
gridqurdity electricity. Stirling Energy Systems (SES) and Boeing are
also developing a commercial system around a Kokums Stirling
engine and the McDonnell Douglas Corp. dish technology.

Both current dish-Stirling systems use convoluted heater-head
tubes on four-cylinder engines, shaped to directly absorb the
concentrated solar flux. During initial testing of the SAIC system, the
performance of the engine has been limited by the peak temperatures
measured and predicted on the heater head tubes. S.AIC has re-aligned
the dish slightly, reducing the peak incident fluxes at the expense of a
larger receiver aperture and therefore greater thermal losses. The
system is currently operating in this mode, producing a peak power of
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21.4kW, to the grid. Further engine and dish improvements will
increase the available thermal Dower and flux.

The reflux receiver w~ conceived as an improvement over
directly illuminated tube receivers (Diver et al, 199o). In the reflux
receiver (Figure 2), liquid metal (sodium and/or potassium) is
evaporated at the solar absorber and condensed at the engine heater
tubes, supplying the latent heat of vaporization to the engine. The
liquid sodium is distributed over the back of the absorber by a wick.
The condensate is returned to and distributed over the absorber by
gravity (refluxing), wick capillary forces, or a combination thereof.
The reflux receiver has the important advantage of nearly isothermal
operation even with non-uniform incident solar-flux distributions. In
addition, the reflux receiver permits relatively independent design and
optimization of the absorber (receiver) and the engine heater tubes.

Figwe 7. The SAIC faceted dish with an STM 4-120 Stirling-cycle
engine.
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continues to flow in the plane of the wick through the smaller pores.
The generation of vapor near the wall/wick interface is a more
efficient transport of energy across the wick resulting in a smaller
superheat of the sodium. This, in turn, permits a significantly thicker
wick than traditional heat pipes, providing the additional liquid
transport cross-sectional area needed for high throughput power.
Typical thin-wick heat pipes rely on an artery structure to improve
total power throughput. Extensive artery networks are expensive,
dif%cult to manufacture, and can be difficult to maintain primed. III a
screen-wick heat pipe, when the local liquid pressure reduces to the

Figure 2. This schematic illustrates the operation of the heat pipe
receiver. The liquid sodium is distributed over the absorber dome
by wick capillaty forces. The vapor generated transfers latent heat
to the engine, and the condensate is returned to the wickby
gravity.

The phase-change of the working fluid provides high heat transfer
rates and therefore potentially significant tolerance to high peak
therrnrd fluxes. Testing at Sandia has demonstrated a 20%
improvement in power output under similar operating conditions
when the DIR receiver is replaced with a heat pipe (Andraka et al,
1996).

The typical heat pipe receiver absorber consists of a high-
temperature-alloy dome approximately 16 – 20 inches diameter, with
a sintered powdered metal or metal fiber wick. The construction of the
wick provides a distribution of pore diameters, rather than a single
pore diameter in a more typical metal screen wick. This pore
distribution allows vapor generation within the wick rather than just at
the wick surface (Shaubach et aI, 199@ Ruel, 19g7). The vapor then
flows through the huger pores to the wick surface, while the liquid
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Figure 3. Schematic of liquid and vapqtlow in a portion of the
wick. The liquid flows in two dimensions in the plane of the wick,
whi!ethe vapor and thermal enargy fiows perpendicu~ar to the
wick.

point that the meniscus recedes into a pore, all of the pores dry out at
the same pressure and the heat pipe fails globally. In the distributed-
pore-size wicks, the liquid recedes out of the largest pores first,
allowing vapor transport while the smaller interconnected pores still
transport liquid.

Conventional heat pipe models that do not account for vapor
generation in the wick significantly under-predict the performance of
these distributed-pore wicks in actual tests. An early test at Sandia
demonstrated a throughput power of 45kW, on a heat pipe that
conventional models predicted dryout around 25kWt. Clearly a new
model is needed to capture this operating condition to allow proper
design of solar heat pipes.

Conventional heat pipes have a fairly high (10:1 to 1000:1)
aspect ratio (lengtlvdiameter), so tlow 10SSCS(pressure drops) in the
vapor field are a significant concern, especially during startup when
the flow may be choked. However, our solar heat pipes have large
vapor cross-sections (1: 1 aspect ratio; they have been described as
“heat barrels”), and the vapor flow drops are negligible.

Thermacore (Shaubach, 1990) previously developed a steady-
state model of a distributed-pore wick. This model iterated very
slowly to a steady-state solution. The speed of convergence limited
practical problems to about 10 wick elements. The liquid in-plane
flow was limited to 1 dimension so that each element could be
explicitly calculated horn the previous element. The solution of a ten-
node modei took hours, and did not include realistic flux distributions,
gravity, or condensate return to the wick (refluxing).

F. Ruel (Ruel, 1987) developed a model for a heat pipe entirely
filled with wick material. The vapor flow to the condenser was
through bulk wick material. Their model necessarily accounted for
vapor generation in the wick, and also had to model fully wet and
fully dry regions. They modeled a 2-D axisymmetric flow field for
both vapor and liquid, which necessitated a complete non~linear
iterative solution at each time step. This significantly limited the size
of the model for reasonable solution times.

In this study, we build on the Therrnacore model to drastically
improve the solution time, so that larger, more realistic models can be
developed. We add in 2-D liquid flow, refluxing, real flux
distributions, arteries, gravity effects, dish elevation angle, and other
effects. This steady-state model has been applied to several full-scale
designs, and validated in fill-scale test results. The model uses a
quasi-3-D approach, in which the liquid is modeled in 2-D (in the
plane of the wick), while the vapor and thermal transport is modeled
in the perpendicular direction only(Figure 3). This approach keeps the
computational effort at a reasonable level for large simulations..

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In this model, I assume local thermal equilibrium between the

wick and phases present. Momentum transport is represented by Darcy
flow (an empirical relationship) applied separately to the liquid and
vapor flows. The properties of the sodium and the wick add additional
equations.
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Conservation Eauations
The conservation of mass is considered separately for the liquid

and vapor phases, joined by the vapor generation rate r, Any
interfkcial drag between the liquid and vapor is neglected. The mass
balances for liquid and vapor are

(2)

If we fbrther assume that the mass flows are in quasi equilibri~
and that the changes in mass caused by changes in void fkaction are
slow compared to the vapor generation rate, we can simplify these
conservation equations to:

(3)

(4)

For conservation of energy, we assume that the liquid and wick
are in thermal equilibrium. In addition, in sub-elements that vapor is
being generated, the vapor is also in thermal equilibrium with the wick
and liquid. Once vapor is generated, we assume that it does not return
energy to other nodes in the wick through either convection or
condensation. Thus, we can consider the thermal capacity of the liquid
and wick only. We also ignore convection of energy in the plane of
the wick by liquid passing along the wick as temperature differences
element-to-element are assumed small. This results in a 1-D vapor and
thermal model, perpendicular to the wick plane. The resulting energy
conservation equation is

:C(a)T+~@-hfgr=O (5)

where C(a) is the thermal mass (capacitance) of the liquid and wick
combined. In the steady-state model, we will later set the time
derivative to zero.

Flux Eauations
Darcy’s law applied separately to the Iiquid and vapor flow is

(6)

(7)

We can further simplify these by handliig the gravi~ head
separately, superimposing the gravity head over the flow pressure
drops later. Similarly, the thermal flux is:

(8)

Constitutive Relationships

Permeability

For the wicks modeled, the absolute (single-phase) permeability
has been established by laboratory measurements. However, it is far
more difficult to determine the relative permeability of the liquid or
vapor phase when both phases are present. A common choice when
measurements are not available (Bear) k simple relationships based on
the void &action a:

K1 =K,.,, (1-a)’

K, = K,_p~a2

(9)

(lo)

While these relationships should be reasonable for granular
structures such as the powdered metal wick, their applicability maybe
stretched for the very-high-porosity felt metal wicks. An alternate
relative permeability model could easily be inserted if available.

Thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity is taken as a linear interpolation of the
conductivity of the dry wick and the conductivity of the saturated
wick. Since the conductivity of sodium is close to that of the wick
metals, we further assume the saturated wick conductivity is that of
sodiu% though a simple change may be made if better data is
available. The dry wick conductivity can be measured with standard
thermrd conductivity methods, and corrected for temperature using
bulk properties of the wick material.

k = ddw + (1- a)k,Odium (11)

Capillary Pressure

The equilibrium pressure difference between the liquid and vapor
states is set by the curvature of the meniscus:

(12)
‘c

where 8 is the wetting angle (assumed to be 0° for hot sodium) and r.
is the capillary radius of the wick. In our wicks rCis a distribution. The
effective pore radius is determined by a linear it of porosimetry data
for our wick and the void fraction in the wick:

rC = rm - (r- -rti= )a (13)

where r- is the measured bubble-point radius and rti is typically
5vm. This linear fit has proved satisfactory and conservative, though a
better curve fit could be easily implemented when detailed
porosimetry data is available.

Vapor Generation

The vapor generation rate within the wick is limited by the pool
boiling heat transfer coeftlcient by Rohsenow (Rohsenow, 1973):

r =AA(TP-Tk)333(l –a)fll (14)

where SS is the .specKlc surface area of the wick (per unit volume).
AA is the Rohsenow coefficient, which is 29 for sodium. T,, is the
saturation temperature corresponding to the local liquid pressure in the
wick.. Th is less than T, and T, because the liquid in the wick is
superheated. TP is the wick material temperature, and thermal
equilibrium means this is the same as Tr This relationship essentially
determines how fkr into the wick fi-om the wallhick interface the
active vapor generation proceeds. If the generation rate was not
limited, all of the generation within the wick would occur immediately
at the wallhvick interface.
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The vapor generated at the surface of the wick is governed by the
evaporative heat transfer coefficient of Collier (Collier 1972)

r =/2=(1-a)s(l” -~ond) /dz (15)

where s is the porosity. ‘Ilk term is divided by the wick element
thickness to put the vapor generation rate into volume-specific units
for consistency with other vapor generation rates.

Vapor acceleration

In addition to the frictional pressure drop of flow of vapor
through the wick, an addhional pressure drop is caused by the
acceleration of the vapor. This term proved to be small for the wicks
considered in this study

F2J”2

Ma =+
pvcz

(16)

Model Eauations
The resulting model equations can be obtained by substituting the

flow and constitutive equations into the conservation equations. I
assume here that the liquid flow is limited to 2 dimensions (in-plane, x
& y) and the vapor and heat transfer is limited to the perpendicular
direction (z). Recall that the gravity head is superimposed tier
solution of the frictional flow pressure drops.

Mass:

‘X+a)yxyq)=r’17)

‘z”[?(a)@z4=-r“8)
Energy

~C(a)T =~
()

6’T
k(a)z –hfir (19)

These model equations are strongly nordinew because the
conductivi~ is a strong function of the void tlaction, which is a
function of the difference in pressure between the liquid and vapor
phases through the capillary pumping relationship. The time
derivative is set to zero for the steady-state model.

NUMERICAL APPROACH
The system of equations then consist of the three resulting

conservation equations (17, 18, 19), the temperature-dependent
physical properties of sodium and the wick (density, viscosity,
specific heat, heat of vaporization), the correlations for conductivities
based on void fraction, and the capillary pressure relationship. The
solution is discontinuous as ct ~ O, and the wick fails (dries out) as
a ~ 1. The numericrd approach features solution of the conservation
equations on a control volume mesh.

S~atiai Discretization
The conservation equations are integrated over control volumes

rather than finite differences to accommodate potentially unusual or
complicated geometries. If the geometry is regular, the control volume
approach reduces to a finite difference. discretization. The integration
is by Green’s formul% which uses volume integrals for the transient
and vapor generation terms and surface integrals for the mass and

energy fluxes. A subroutine generates the basic matrix involving
geometry-specific (unchanging) values. Later, this matrix is modified
on each iteration to reflect the current void-fiction-dependent
conductivities.

The liquid mass equation becomes:

[
dYti Kl,,+,

Jq+,-@_K ~a)(+PJ
‘ti+l

Ii-],
dxi_v, 1

[

(Pj+l- P.)
+dq. K,>,+,(a) dy ,+,‘ -K,j-lj (a)

(Pj - Pj-, )

@j_kj5J 1‘1‘vl-.=—z‘&k

(20)

where the second index is left off for clarity in each set of square
brackets above. The t- dEj and &ij refer to the height and width of
the control volume, and A is the vapor flow area, or the height x
width of the control volume. Together, these terms have the effect of
dividing by the width and height to complete the second-order
difference. Each 2-D liquid element is further subdivided vertically
(perpendicular to the plane of the wick) into nodes for the thermal and
vapor discretization, thus necessitating the vertical summation of the
vapor generation rate to get the total vapor generated in the liquid
element for the forcing fimction. The conductivities are taken as the
inverse of the average of the inverse of the txvo adjoining
conductivities (series conductor method, similar to parallel
resistivities), though for better accuracy the relative cross sectional
areas should be included in the net conductivity calculation. Other
models (Shaubach; Ruel) have simply used the average conductivity,
which introduces error when neighboring conductivities differ.

Kij+, = 2KiKi+’
Ki + Ki+l

(21)

This discretization results in a banded sparse system of linear
equations, with up to 5 non-zero elements per row. I use a Jacobi-
preconditioned conjugate gradient solver to calculate the liquid
pressures. The elements in the pool are anchored to the condenser
pressure using the penalty method. While this reduces the condition of
the matrix, it is the simplest way to maintain the symmetry of the
matrix, allowing the use of modem fast sparse solvers. The condenser
pressure is multiplied by 100 and added to the right-hand-side, and
100 is added to the diagonal to implement the penalty method. The
reflux return to the wick is treated as a negative flux, modiffing the
vapor generation rate on the right-hand-side. If this results in a higher
pressure in the wick than the condenser pressure, the reflux return is
excessive and must be liited, as the excess does not assist the wick
performance. The matrix is re-solved with the reflux nodes set to the
condenser pressure, again by the penalty method. The gravity head is
simply geometry-dependent, including any tilt of the heat pipe from
vertical. The pressure head from gravity is superimposed on the flow
pressures calculated above (Figure 4).

On boundaries without a pool, there is either no liquid flux (end
of wick), or periodic boundary conditions (tubular wick).
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The thermal and vapor flow models are limited to a single
dimension, vertically through each liquid element perpendicular to the
liquid flow. The second-order derivatives are discretized with a
centered-difference approximation. The vapor flow model, with an
additional term added for the acceleration of the vapor, is

Fk>[%+v’’dz2)>Kk+11
()r:+,dz2 +(Kk+l+Kk)pTp-ls~

P“k+,4+1

P“k-1

r, =
Pk+l . (22)

Note that in the node generating an unknown amount of vapor,
the independent pressure is replaced with the vapor generation rate as
the independent variable. At this node, the thermal equilibrium
between the vapor and the liquid (and wick) determines the vapor
pressure from the saturation pressure corresponding to the wick and
liquid temperature (p~mkj ). Based on experience, the vapor

generation begins at the wallhick interface and progresses outward.
Therefore, in the f~st attempt to solve the equations, the vapor
generation in the last node closest to the wall is a variable. Once this
system is solved, the vapor generation rate is compared to the
maximum allowable by the Rohsenow boiling equation. If the
maximum generation rate is exceeded, then the generation rate is set to
the maxim- the next node’s pressure is set to thermal equilibrium,

Reflux

1
9

K(alphaj

Pool

Figura 4. Schematic of the liquid model discretization. The
conductom depend on the void fraction: The pool elements are set
to the condenser pressure. Reflux liquid is returned to select
nodes on the w“ck.

and it’s vapor generation rate is made a variable. The system is then
resolved for the unknown pressures and vapor generation rate. This
method continues until the Rohsenow equation is satisfied or all nodes
are producing the maximum vapor. Once vapor is generated, it is
assumed thermally independent from the thermal conditions in
subsequent nodes. Therefore, it cannot recondense or convect to these
nodes (Figure 5). The solution could possibly be simplified if a
condensation relationship was used. Then the pressure in each node
(and therefore the void fraction) would be set to the temperature-
driven pressure, and the only variables would be the vapor generation
or condensation rates.

The vapor pressure at the wicldvapor interface is set to the vapor
pressure above the wick which is the saturation pressure
corresponding to the condenser temperature. At the wall/wick
interface, there is no mass flux.

The conductivities are set to the current node, rather than the
series conductivity model, as the void fraction (by experience) does
not vary steeply through the thickness of practical wicks, and so a
significant error is not introduced. In later models, the series
conductivity calculation will be included, changing 1$ to l$-,:j, etc.

The spatial discretization of the thermal problem is
straightforward thermal conduction with a sink at each node based on
the vapor generation rate.

C(a) ~=

Qevap

1/
T,

k12(a),–(klz+h )(cz),h (CZ) T

. . 1
dz ‘

T cond

i“’’”-
k((x) 1’-’---

Y-’’”-

$’vv’&-
1

-rhf. (23)

Pcond

Kvkx)

‘Tp-ls

Figure 5. Schematic of the couples thermal and vapor flow
models. The vapor genemtion rate reduces the thermal flux to the
next node. and increases the vaoor mass flux.
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Note that the conductivities are again a function of the void
fraction. In the current model, k12is actually ~, etc., again simplifying
the solution without much error for typical wicks. Future models will
use a series conductivity calculation here as well. At the wickhapor
interface, the conductivity is replaced by the evaporation rate
equation. At the wall/wick interface the thermal flux is specified by
the solar input flux pattern, usually generated by CIRCE (Romero) or
AEETES (Hogan).

The mass flow equations are assumed to be in quasi-equilibrium
with the thermal problem, and therefore the only temporal terms are in
the energy conservation equation. For the steady state problem, the
time derivative is set to zero and no discretization is needed.

Solution Procedure
The model is coded in FORTI&QJ90 in order to maximize

performance and portability. The code uses a namelist input file to
describe geome~ and operating parameters. The input capability is
enhanced with interfaces to solar concentrator analysis codes.

I combined the thermal and vapor flow problems into a single
system of non-linear equations. I made the vapor generation rates and
the void ffactions the. dependent variables. If boiling within each
liquid element is confined to the last node at the wall/wick interface
(the normal case), then only a single nodal vapor generation rate is
needed. In addition, given the vapor generation rate and the void
haction at the wall/wick node, the voids at the remaining nodes can be
explicitly calculated. Therefore, in the base case, there are only two
unknowns the void fraction and the vapor generation rate in the fifth
node (1 find that in most situations 5 nodes in the vaporhhermal
direction is sufficient). If the vapor generation rate determined in this
manner exceeded the maximum allowable by Rohsenow, then the
boiling proceeded to the next node, and an additional variable of the
second vapor generation rate was added, and so on.

I used a general nonlinear solver called “Brown’s Method”
(Brown), which has at least quadratic convergence near the solution.
The solution was relatively rapid. However, because of the
discontinuities in the void fhction, the initial guess had to be
relatively accurate or the answer would not converge. I developed a
handful of “reasonable” initial guesses based on experience, the last of
which is a random guess. With these reasonable guesses, the method
rarely fails to converge.

I initially solve the liquid model with no void fi-action to initialize
the liquid pressures. With these pressures, I then solve the
vaporhhermal system at each 5-node element.This returns a void
&action field, as well as the temperature field. The void faction is
averaged across the five nodes of the element, and the liquid problem
is resolved with a modified conductivity matrix. I do not attempt to
accelerate the convergence, as reasonable results converge after only 2
or 3 iterations. The program was modified so that a range of input
power Ievels can be investigated in a single run. The input flux pattern
is linearly scaled at each power level, and the power is ramped up
until the wick dries out (void fraction > 900/0). The input routine uses a
namelist input file, and can specifi all run parameters such as
geometry, condenser temperature, tilt angle, pool depth, reflux
locations, etc. A flowchart of the solution approach is in Figure 6.

RESULTS
The code was run on a 166MHz Pentium PC and a Dec 8400

600MHz Alpha cluster. While significantly more work is needed
comparing results to prior laboratory benchmarks, comparisons

c1Initialize voids,
Tcond,

Input power

Solvlvbl..:id

L

Q
Solve

Vapor/Thennai
Problem for

mds

&r---+Print Results -

I Figwe6. Beady tiateso[tiionappmach I
between initial results and prior efforts by the author and others are
promising.

The steady state code is an adaptation of a prior, smaller BASIC
code. I ran benchmark tests and compared results on a flat bench-scale
heat pipe as well as a felt-wick dome-shaped full-scale heat pipe. The
results compared well with previous runs with the BASIC code.
However, on the larger receiver, the run time improved by a factor of
20 over the prior code. This allowed a complete design cycle in less
than an hour as compared to a full day’s work. The steady-state code
also can read the old style input file for compatibility, and returns a
correctly-formatted namelist file, easing the transition to the new code.
The new code can also solve a significantly larger problem (the limits
were not explored) without memory limitations. The new code was
transferred to industry partners to replace the older slower code.

Figure 7 shows the design process for a new felt wick heat pipe
receiver using an 81.Im diameter fiber felt. I varied the sintered
thickness of the wick Iayers and the-number of layers. I also looked at
a 16“ rim diameter and an 18“ rim, though only the 18“ results are
shown for clari~. Both domes have a 70° half-sphere angle. The
power throughput results were comparable on both domes, so the 18“
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Figure7. Steady-state rmdts for an 8/300 felt w“ckproposed
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dome was selected for its lower peak flux. The wick properties
(permeability and maximum pore radius) were determined
experimentally in the laboratory using Sandia-developed methods
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Figure 8. The liquidpressure distributionclearlyshowsthe locations
of the refiux returns and the pool. The pool shape is caused by the
45-degree elevation angle and the shepe of the dome.

(Adkins). The plots 6hown are with refluxing active. Additional runs
without refluxing can give additional insights when several solutions
look practical in these runs.

The inflection point seen in these plots is typical. It is a result of
the rapid loss of liquid transport capability (a 3* power) as the void
fraction increases. We typically consider the wick limit to be at or
below this inflection point. Based on these predictions, we are
ordering parts to fabricate and test both a full-scale and bench-test
device with three layers of 8/300 felt compressed to 1.25mrn/layer.

In addition to the throughput power plots, the steady state
program reports the pressure, flux, and void fhction fields at each
power level in a form suitable for contour plotting. Figure 8 shows the
local liquid pressure map for the selected design. The reflux areas are
clearly seen with a local pressure equal to the condenser pressure. The
liquid pressure is dominated by the gravity head, indicated by the
lowest pressure at the top of the dome. All of these runs were
performed at a dish eIevation of 45 degrees. Figure 9 shows a similar
plot of the maximum 10CSIvoid tlaction. In this csse, the void fraction
pattern is similar to the flux pattern, indicating the impending dryout
is peak flux related (thermal) rather than capillary pumping (liquid)
related. This confh-rns the decision to reduce peak fluxes by using a
larger dome.

Comparisons with sintered-powder wicks seem generally
favorable. A large Thermacore receiver was tested on the Cummins
USJVP dish, and operated at 90kW, throughput. The model predicted
95kWt throughput capability. The same receiver was also tested at
Sandia’s test facility on the power tower. This provides a very uniform
flux compared to that provided by the dish, but the power capability is
much higher, aIlowing exploration-of limits. While the surface of the

Ftactbn QQO ~,05 010 Q.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50I

figure 9, The void fraction distribution mirrors the flux pattern,
indicating this w“ck is peak-flux limited.



receiver was observed with a solar-blind IR video csmer~ the power
was ramped up until dryout was noted. This occurred repeatable at
116kW0 while the model predicted dryout between 110 and 120kWv
Similar results have been observed on smaller sintered powder wick
receivers. Sintered powder receivers that have not performed
according to the model have shown wick damage upon disassembly.

Models of felt-metal wicks generally indicate a potential for very
high performance, primarily because the permeability and porosity are
very high. However, we still do not have consistent operation of a felt
wick up to its operational limits. Most felt wicks have suffered
structural stability problems during initial operation. Some bench-
scale devices have operated for long periods. While their performance
exceeded that of sintered wicks, the heating assemblies were
insufficient to bring the wick to dryout for model comparisons. Some
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gravi~ vector
Evaporation heat transfer coejlcient
Latent heat of vaporization
Permeability (Mass conductivity)
Thermal conductivi~

Massji’ow rate

Number of vertical boiling sub-nodes
Pressure
Bubble or pore radius
Specifw surjxe area of wick
Temperature
Local direction perpendicular to the wickplane

SubscriiMs
I-ph Single-phase conductivity
a acceleration
c

cond
dry
i~,k
1
1s
mox
min

P
sodium
v

capilla~ radius
condenser
property at void=l
Spatial indices
liquid
local saturation
maximum pore radius
minimum pore radius
powder (wick materia/)
sodium property
vapor

,,. ,,, . .,, ,>... .. *...,., ;: .,.,-.,,

of the model assumptions, especially the’ ‘relative ‘permeability
equations, need to be verified or modified for the felt metal wicks.

FURTHER WORK
I will add an input module for hybrid heat pipe (gas and solar)

design. The hybrid development needs are a” primary driver for
increasing the model size capabilities of the steady-state code. In
addition, since not every geometry can be anticipated in code, I will
add a user input module that will allow the user to build the
comectivity and geometry matrices externally, allowing any heat pipe
geometry to be represented.

The code then needs to be thoroughly benchmarked against
carefidly-controlled laboratory test data- The comparisons so far serve
to calibrate the model, but are not a comprehensive verification of the
modeling capabilities.

*
Sandia is a mukiprogmm laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation,
a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department of
Enetgy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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